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Brenda Davidson

CAMVAP Provincial Administrator

ADR Institute of Alberta (ADRIA)

7128 Ada Boulevard

Edmonton, AB. T5B 4E4



CAMVAP #510116 Nickerson Technical Inspection

Background

CAMVAP Arbitrator, Craig Sherborne has requested a technical inspection to be performed on a

2013 Jeep Wrangler Sport VIN: 1C4BJWDG8DL582370.

The technical is to address the following;

1) What is the potential for the damage to the engine to have arisen from ingestion of water

and/or dirty water?

2) Would there be a difference in the wear patterns on the engine if arising from dirty water

rather than metal filings; and if so, can the technical examiner comment on the wear patterns

present as arising from either?

3) What are the possible reasons for the observed wear on the engine?

4) The vehicle had a "TraiIDash" "programmer" equipped by the Consumer for

the purpose of "clearing engine codes" and to allow the vehicle to be removed from "Limp

mode" arising from the low-oil, and possibly other, engine codes. What is the possibility for

damage to arise, or be exacerbated from, the clearing of the engine codes to take the vehicle

out of "Limp Mode”.

5) Can the technical examiner provide a likely reason for the engine failure, or

oil consumption, with the information provided?

Research conducted for this report includes using the services of AllData Online and iATN.

These are both fee based subscription resource services for technicians. AllData is used for

researching safety recalls, TSB’s (Technical Service Bulletin) and system operation information.

The International Automotive Technicians Network (iATN) is used to research for any known

historical or pattern failures. There are five TSB’s listed that are related to this vehicle’s

symptoms or service history. There were no pattern engine failures noted on iATN.
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Engine Component Locations

The lubrication system is a pressure feed type lubrication system with full flow oil filtration. The

engine oil is stored in the sump of the oil pan mounted to the bottom of the cylinder block. The

engine oil pump is located on the bottom of the engine block and is chain driven (item #38) by

the crankshaft sprocket (item 17). The chain tension is adjusted by the chain tensioner (item 40).

The camshaft phasers are the two items numbered 24. One for the right side and one for the left

side of the engine.



!

Engine Components
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The cylinders are numbered from front to rear. The right bank is numbered 1, 3, 5 and the left bank is

numbered 2, 4, 6. The firing order is 1-2-3-4-5-6.



Cylinder Arrangement



Cooling System Temperature

Most engines today are designed to operate within a "normal" temperature range of about 195 to

230 degrees F. A relatively constant operating temperature is absolutely essential for proper

emissions control, good fuel economy and performance.

A 50/50 mixture of water and ethylene glycol antifreeze in the cooling system will boil at 225

degrees if the cap is open. But as long as the system is sealed and holds pressure, a radiator cap

rated at 15 psi will increase the boiling temperature of a 50/50 coolant blend up to 265 degrees F.

If the concentration of antifreeze to water is upped to 70/30 (the maximum recommended), the

boiling temperature under 15 psi of pressure goes up to 276 degrees.

The clearances between the various engine parts in today's engines are much tighter (closer) than

those in engines built prior to 2000s. Things like the piston-to-cylinder clearances and the valve

stem-to-guide clearances. Plus, many engines today have aluminum heads with overhead cams.

Such engines don't handle higher than normal temperatures well, and are very vulnerable to heat

damage if the engine gets too hot. Anytime temperatures climb beyond the normal range, the

engine is running in the danger zone.

Consequences Of Overheating

Engines will suffer serious damage if they run hotter than the normal range or overheat to a

boiling over condition. There are various levels of consequences.

For vehicles that are operating consistently warmer, above the normal range. The gasoline engine

will start to detonate. The engine will ping and start to lose power under load as the combination

of heat and pressure exceed the octane rating of the fuel. If the detonation problem persists, the

hammer-like blows may damage the rings, pistons or rod bearings.
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Another impact can be a cause for preignition. Hot spots develop inside the combustion chamber

that become a source of ignition for the fuel. The erratic combustion can cause detonation as well

as engine run-on in older vehicles with carburetors. Hot spots can also be very damaging and

burn holes right through the top of pistons.

When the the engine overheats to the point of boiling over a common consequence may be a

blown head gasket. Heat makes aluminum swell almost three times faster than cast iron. The

resulting stress can distort the head and make it swell in areas that are hottest like those between

exhaust valves in adjoining cylinders, and areas that have restricted coolant flow like the narrow

area that separates the cylinders. The typical aluminum head swells most in the middle, which

can crush the head gasket if the head gets hot enough. This will cause a loss of torque in the

gasket allowing coolant and combustion leaks to occur when the head cools.

Overheating is also a common cause of OHC cam seizure and breakage. Pistons may swell up

and scuff or seize in their bores, causing serious engine damage. Exhaust valve stems may stick

or scuff in their guides. This, in turn, may cause valves to hang open which can damage pistons,

valves and other valvetrain components. And if coolant gets into the crankcase, the bearings and

bottom end of the engine will be damaged.

Observation

As per Craig Sherborne’s request, a technical inspection to be performed on a 2013 Jeep

Wrangler Sport VIN: 1C4BJWDG8DL582370, located at Nor-Lan Chrysler Jeep 12517 100 St.,

Grande Prairie AB on 2017-03-06 at 11:00 hours. The technical took about 60 minutes to

complete.

The weather conditions were not a factor for this technical. As the vehicle was at another

location, so the odometer reading was not confirmed. The manufacturer was represented by the

dealerships service manager, Curtis Jones, and shop foreman, Kevin Holdstock. Randolph

Nickerson was present for the technical.

The technical started at 11:00 and took 60 minutes to complete. As presented the engine was in a

75% disassembled state. All the areas of the engine were opened and has been exposed to the

elements. As the engine assembly was brought in from the outside storage, the engine was cold

and covered in frost.
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One Of The Three Pallets Of Engine Components



A goal of this technical was to try and obtain some uncontaminated oil for a oil sample report.

Neither the oil filter housing or the oil cooler assembly had any oil in it. So no oil sample was

available.

The throttle body throttle plate and the air intake hose was examined. There was no evidence of

water spotting or dirt/dust buildup.



No Water Spots On The Throttle Plate - Just A Buildup Of Blow By Deposits
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No Water Or Dirt Buildup On The Intake Hose



Heavy Carbon Deposit On All 6 Of The Combustion Chambers And Spark Plugs



Heavy Carbon Deposit On The Top Of 4 Of 6 Pistons (#2,4,5,6)
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One Of Two Pistons (#1, 3) That Were Clear Of Heavy Carbon Deposits



Then a review of the consumers case was conducted. Overheating conditions were reported on

the following work orders;

1. W.O. 103123 41,405 Km Replaced electric fan

2. W.O. 103459 43,710 Km Mud in radiator

3. W.O. 108425 58,170 Km Bent radiator cap

4. W.O. 108563 59,022 Km Mud in radiator

5. W.O. 108897 59,022 Km No cooling fan operation - Needs more diag, no repair was noted

Randolph also stated there was another occurrence of engine overheating that occurred which

was not reported on a work order. This occurred after the cam phaser repair. A coolant line was

left loose resulting in coolant loss. Then finally at 69,366 Km, on W.O. 366306 the engine failure

was diagnosed.

SummatIon

1. What is the potential for the damage to the engine to have arisen from ingestion of

water and/or dirty water?

There is no evidence of water ingestion through the air intake system. However water is a

part of the engine coolant. Typically coolant it is 50/50 mix of glycol and water. Coolant

can enter the engine crankcase from a internal leak. The purpose of the oil sample was to

determine the presence of any coolant additives in the oil. Thus confirming if an internal

leak has occurred

2. Would there be a difference in the wear patterns on the engine if arising from dirty

water rather than metal filings; and if so, can the technical examiner comment on the

wear patterns present as arising from either?

Ingesting larger amounts of water will cause a hydraulic lock condition to occur, as a

liquid cannot be compressed. This acute condition can cause the engine to stall at a

minimum or worse cause connecting rod or piston to physically break.
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Internal loss of coolant is a more chronic condition. The abrasive coolant additives and

water are slowly mixed in with the oil. This reduces the lubricating quality of the oil. This

results in metal to metal contact of the rotating components, which is the cause for the

formation of metal fillings. The oil filter is not capable of filtering out this material.

3. What are the possible reasons for the observed wear on the engine?

Four of the six pistons (#2,4,5,6) in this engine has excessive carbon deposits on them,

while all six combustion chambers and spark plugs have excessive carbon deposits as

well. These deposits are an indication of loss of oil control past the piston and rings.

Engine oil is restricted from entering the combustion chamber by the use of piston rings.

When engine oil does get past the rings it results in the carbon deposit formation. Higher

rates of oil consumption is another symptom. Pistons and rings are typically fitted to .005

to .010 thousands of an inch to perfectly round and true cylinder bores. So any deviation

from the tight tolerances will cause oil control issues.

As stated in the coolant temperature section, operating an engine above normal operating

temperatures and over heating can cause structural damage to the engine. Not to mention

the impact of the accumulative effects the multiple over heating events will cause. This

engine has encountered at least 5 occurrences.

4. The vehicle had a "TraiIDash" "programmer" equipped by the Consumer for the

purpose of "clearing engine codes" and to allow the vehicle to be removed from “Limp

mode" arising from the low-oil, and possibly other, engine codes. What is the

possibility for damage to arise, or be exacerbated from, the clearing of the engine

codes to take the vehicle out of "Limp Mode”.

The Limp Home Mode reduces or derates the engine power and/or controls the automatic

transmission to a select gear. The Limp Home Mode happens when the vehicle’s various

computers recognize a problem (Fault Code) through it's programmed logic. When an

electric signal value from a sensor is not within the programmed specifications, it triggers

immediate measures to strive to protect the engine and/or transmission from any or

further damage, or also in the event of excessive exhaust emissions are detected. With

excessive oil consumption, the exhaust catalyst can overheat or severely reduce it’s

efficiency.

It is difficult to say if damage will arise, or be exacerbated from taking the vehicle out of

"Limp Mode”. Depending on the nature of the that triggered the Limp Home Mode,

clearing the code and continuing normal vehicle operation without correcting the cause

can be detrimental. However in some cases the cause for the original activation will not

reappear once cleared – a one time event and no damage will result. In serious situations

the Limp Home Mode will reactivate shortly, and continued operation could result in

further damage.
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5. Can the technical examiner provide a likely reason for the engine failure, or oil

consumption, with the information provided?

This engine has suffered structural damage to the pistons, piston rings and cylinders

which is caused by the reoccurring over heating conditions. In turn the damaged debris

has progressed to impact other components.

It is not clear which over heating event finally triggered the heavy oil consumption to

appear. The amount of carbon deposit buildup suggests more than 5,000 km of operation.

Their was the one event after the cam phaser repair the vehicle over heated shortly after

the vehicle was picked up. The cause was a coolant line being left loose after the repair

and the coolant loss occurred. This is not documented and is considered a workmanship

issue.

Conclusion

The technical examiner could confirm the vehicle’s engine is severely damaged. This engine has

suffered structural damage to the pistons, piston rings and cylinder bores which is caused by the

reoccurring over heating conditions. Metal fillings have accumulated and damaged the

crankshaft and camshafts journals and oil pump. Replacement of the engine long block assembly

along with both the intake manifold and oil cooler will be required to correct this situation. With

the heavy oil consumption the catalytic converters and oxygen sensors may be contaminated to

the point of low efficiency. These units may not be able to be revived and require replacement as

well.



George Vaillant

Motor Mechanic P.A.B. #12142,

Interprovincial Red Seal #73-109
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